Introduction
In the present paper a problem of finding a sufficient condition for a minimum in a parametria optimal control problem is considered. The methods applied are similar to the classical methods of the calculus of variations which are based on the theory of the field. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the independence of the Hilbert integral are formulated. These give the Weierstrass sufficient conditions for a minimum. In consequence, a practical method for constructing the K-function is given.
Preliminary notes and assumptions
We shall consider funotions ftR n *R r -R n and f°«R n *R r -^R of variables (x,u). Suppose that f(x,u), f°(x,u) are continuously differentiable with respect to x and continuous with respeot to u. Denote by U any bounded subset of and by X 1 -a smooth manifold in R a . Ve shall consider the problem of finding an admissible pair (x(tj,u(t)j such that x(0) -x° where x° is an; fixed point in R n and a funotional f 1
(1.3) I(x,u) -J f°(x(t),u(t))dt
0 attains its minimum. We shall denote by x a map x« [t' .t^ -R n , Oét'ét^ and a curve x(t)eR n , te [t'
, as well. As each admissible trajectory x corresponds to the only admissible oontrol u, we shall write I(^) instead of I(x,u), where ï is the aro of the trajectory x, and J* f°(x,u)dt instead of the right side of 7 I(y) -I(*,u) » J f°(x(t),u(t))dt.
T Denote by D a set which is covered by admissible trajectories, namely, for eaoh xeDcR û , there exists an admissible trajectory x(t) and t'e [O.t^ such that x{t') -x, by M(x) a set of admissible pairs (x(t),u(t)) such that xi [t'tt.j]--R n , 0<t'<t.j, and x(t' ) -x, xeD, and by M(x°) a set of admissible pairs (x(t),u(t)) such that xj [o,t.,] -R n , x(0) -x°.
At first, we want to find a minimum of the functional I(x,u) in the class U(x). Definition 1.3. The admissible pair (x*(t),u*(t)) will be said to satisfy the maximum prinoiple (see [3] ) if there exists a nontrivial solution y*(t) » = (7o»y*(t)) of conjugate equations -1066 -each that (1.5) H(y*(t),x*(t),u*(t)) » max H(y*( t) ,x*( t), u) « 0 ueU almost everywhere in , y* < 0 and the transversality condition is satisfied in the right end, namely, (1.6) $T[t is orthogonal to X.,.
In this definition we have: y = (y 1 ,...,y Q ), x*(t) • -(x°*(t),x*(t)), x° -f°(x t u), H(y,x,u) « y 0 f°(x,u) + + yf (x,u), f « (f.,,...,^). Further, we shall also say that the triple (x*(t), y*(t), u*(t)) from Definition 1.3 satisfies the maximum principle. We shall consider only those problems in which there exists a pair (x*(t),u*(t)) such that y* i 0. Without losing generality we may set y* « -1.
Denote by S(x) a funotion defined in D such that S(x) --inf{l(x,u): (x(t),u(t))e M(x)}, by y a derivative S x of S and put § Q -S x i > yf. As S(x.,} -0 for x^ e JLy, we have
The function S(x) is called the value function. Now, we oonsider the following problems (1.7) Find a minimum of the function g Q (x) when xe C Q , where g Q :X -*-R, C Q cX and X is any subset of a metric space.
We can extend this problem to a family of extremal problems:
(1.8) Find a minimum of the funotion g(x,z) when xeC(z), where g:X * Z--R, C:Z -X and Z is any subset of a metric space. We assume that there exists a point z Q e Z such that g(x,z Q ) = g 0 (x) and C(z 0 ) = C 0 . Definition 1.4. We shall call the problem (1.8) a variation of the problem (1.7) and the set Z from problem (1.8) -a class of variations. 
Note that in the problem (1.1)-(1.3) we give to the first extremity of a trajectory different positions in the space R n+1 of the variables (t,x). This change can be regarded as a variation of the problem. Thus, the problem of finding a minimum of I(x,u) in the class M(x) is a variation of the problem (1.1)-(1.3) and the value function S(x) is the S-function of the class M(x). If the inequality f°(x,u)> <$ 0 (x,u) along each pair (x,u)eM(x°) holds, then (2.2) is always true.
-
We shall now formulate these considerations in the following algorithm of Huygens which is easy to prove (compare [l])* Theorem 2.1. Let M(x°) be the class of pairs (x,u) described as above and let (x*,u*) be a member of that class. If there exists <$ Q (x,u) such that f°(x,u)» $ Q (x,u) along all pairs (x,u) of M(x°) and f°(x*,u*) -# 0 (x*,u*), then I(x,u) attains its minimum in the class M(x°) for (x*,u*).
Let u(x) be a vector -valued function defined in D with values in U. Definition 2.1. The function u(x) will be called an optimal feedback oontrol if there exists a function § 0 * yx such that, along all admissible pairs (x t u),
with equality for u = u(x). Up till now, in this paper we have assumed that there exists a function S(x) which determines y and, of course, § Q . Conversely, y determines S up to an additive constant. Further, we shall show that when y exists, it is also completely determined by u(x). Sinoe in (2.3), for u = u(x), we have the equality
This is the maximum condition (1.5) from Definition 1.3. Henoe, if there exists an optimal feedback control u « = u(x), the condition (1.5) holds with u = u(x).
The condition of existence of the function y can be formulated in the following way: the integral It is known that one of the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the function S(t,a) « * S(x(t,a)) is the fulfilment of the relations S <a -S a % and S " « S a " , i,j * 1,...,n-1. We set 1 1
x G, then, for each fixed ot e G, the triple (x(t,a), y(t,a),u(t,oi)) satisfies the naxiBiun prinoiple when tefO,^).
Proof. Equation (2.3) holds for all zeO and u • u(x), so it holds for x « x(t,cx), u -u(x(t,«)) « u(t,o<) and 7 -y(x(t,a)) -y(t,cx), (t,a) e (0,t 1 ) * 0. Therefore (yt + yfx -fj)xa -0.
Prom (3.13), (3.14) we have (yt + y?x -fj)(*t,xa) -0, where (x^.x^) is the nxn matrix with the first column equal to x^. While detfXf.Xa) t 0 in (0,t^) * a, then (3.15) yt --(yfx -i°x).
Thus, (3.15) is the conjugate equation (1.4), condition (3.6) is the maximum condition (1.5) and xt(t,a) = f(x(t,a),u(t,a)) so the triple (x,y,u) satisfies the maximum principle for eaoh fixed ae G and all t e (0,t.j)* This completes the proof.
Sufficient conditions for the independence of the Hilbert integral
Let us suppose that the triples (x(t ,or) ,y (t,a), u( t ,a)), aeG, satisfy the maximum principle for te(0,t.j). Moreover, let us strengthen hypothesis H3 and suppose that y(t,or) is the C 2 -function in (0,t1)* G. ,(t,o<), y . ,... ).
-1073 - Since h + = 0, i=1,...,n-1, therefore g =0, i,j=1..,n-1.
a f± on t = t(cv). Thus, the assumptions of theorem 4.1 are satisfied and h, g., _ , i, j=1,... ,n-1, vanish in (0.t i )*G. This ends i i jj the proof.
-1074 -
The sufficient oondltlon for a minimum and for the exietenoe of the K-function
In the preceding seotionsi the necessary and sufficient conditions for the independence of the Hilbert integral were formulated under the assumption that there exist an optimal feedback control u(x) and a function y(x). In this eeotion, we give a practical method for constructing both u(x) and y{x).
Let us define a pair of C 1 -functions on GcR n " 1 t"(oc), and t = t + (cx) = t^, respectively. The notation T will be used for the union of the sets T, T + .
Now, we consider a family A of pairs (x t u) depending on«, namely, x -x(t,0() t u • u(t,cx), (t,a)eT, whioh satisfy the maximum principle. lies in G*. Similarly as above, we denote by T~*, T*, T + * the sets of triples (t,a,/3) such that (t,cx) belongs to the sets T", T, T + , respectively, and (of,/3)eG*. The notation T* will be used for the union of the sets T"*, T*, T + *.
Denote by A*" a family of triples (x,y,u) whioh correspond to a member of A and are obtained by giving, with functions x(t,o<), u{t,oc), a conjugate vector function y = y(t,or,/3), (t,Qi t /3)e T*. The parameter /3 appears here because the function y iB described by differential equation (1.4) and the transversality condition at the right end point of y does not define the only solution of that equation.
-1075 -
The definitions of the functions x(t,a), y(t,p<,/3) «ill be supposed to be extended to the sets T, T*. This me ems defining them for t > t + (a) and t - A mapping g from a set Q to a set F * g(Q), where Q, P lie in two Euclidean or metric spaoes, will be termed descriptive if, for each qeQ and any rectifiable curve CcF issuing from g(q), there exists a reotifiable curve C'cQ issuing from q such that each small arc of C issuing from g(q) is the image under the map g of a small arc of C' issuing from q (see [l] ).
Ve suppose that the following hypotheses, analogous to hypotheses H1 -H6 from section 3, are satisfied! H1*. The set (0,t.|)*G is simply connected) H2*. x(t,c<) is a c2-function on Tj H3*. y(t,of) » y(t,o<,y0(a)) is a C 2 -function on T; H4*. detfx^.x^) 4 0 in T and through eaoh point of D'UD there passes one and only one trajectory x of A| H5*. For the function f(x,c<) « f (x(t,cx),u(x(t,a))) and f°(x,a) « f°(x(t,cx),u(x(t » cv )))» there exist continuous derivatives f Q , t % , f°, f£ in T, H6*. For each xeD, (t,a)eT there exist derivatives ^f(x,u(x(t,a))), ¿f°(x,u(x(t,c<))), g|-f(x,u(x(t,«))), ¿|-f 0 (x,u(x(t,a))) satisfying at these points the rela- of D" UD onto T" UT. Per x 6 D" U D, we set
Of course, (5.4) is defined only locally. We extend u(x) and y(x) to the set D + by taking there, for u(x) and y(x), any value of u( t + (a) ,ot) and y(t + (cx) ,cx ,/fl(°<)), respectively, for that cy for whioh t « t + (cx), x • x(t + (a) ,a). It is clear that u(x) and y(x) satisfy the maximum condition.
Note that mapping (5.1) on T Is the diff 1 onto D. Of oourse, a diff is a desoriptive mapping, so mapping (5.1) is desoriptive. Aocording to H4*, to each reotilfiable curve in D"UD there corresponds one and only one reotifiable curve in T~ U T. Ve oan omit some smoothness assumptions and the assumption that D"UD is simply covered and det (x^x^) 4 0 when we take into aooount that mapping (5.1) is descriptive. Then, however, the methods of proving Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 beoome more complicated because 'the functions u(x) and y(x) defined in (5.3), (5.4) are multivalued functions. Definition 5.2. The family of pairs (x,u), x = x(t,a), u = u(t,ot), (t,ck) e T~U T, which satisfy hypotheses H1*-H7* and the maximum principle will be called a geodesio covering if the Hilbert integral J y(x)dx does not depend z on a rectifiable curve y joining two fixed points in D U D. The family of triples (x,y,u) satisfying the maximum principle (with the assumption about the orthogonality of y(t^) to X.j), which correspond to a geodesic covering, will be called a canonical geodesic covering.
Sinoe in the geodesic covering and the canonical geodesio covering all trajectories x cover the set D~U D, we shall Proof.
Since xft^orje a vector x a (*.,,«)» i«1,...,n-1, is a tangent vector to at the point (t.j,o<), a e G. Thus, (5.7) jlt^Vlx^t.,«) . 0 for MeG*.
We denote by T any reotifiable curve in T + and r its imago in D + under the map (t 1t o<) --x(t ir o(). Making use of (5*7) and the faot that dt -0, we have Jy(x)dx -J yit^ajx^it^ocjdof -0.
I r
Hence, the integral J*y(x)dx does not depend on a path
. T of integration in T . In accordanoe with Theorem 4*1, the integral jfyixjdx does not depend on a reotifiable curve with fixed endpoints in T"UT. Thus, by Theorem 5.1» this integral does not depend on a reotifiable carve with fixed endpoints in D~U D. This ends the proof* As an easy oonsequenoe of (5.6) and the faot that H(y(t,a),x(t,a) ,u(t,a)) -0 we have Lemma 5*1* If T is a subare of a trajectory of the geodesic covering A, then If the canonical geodesic oovering of the set D~ u D exists, then the value function S(x), ieD"UD, exiBts and is defined there by '1 S(x) « -J f°(x(r,a),u(r,oc))dr, t where x(r,«) defined in [t,^] 18 the trajectory of A passing through the point xe D~U D, and its derivative is equal to y(x(t,cx)).
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(ii) According to Lemma 5*1 and Theorem 5.3
Jy(x)dx -j y(x(t))f(x(t),u(t))dt = J y(x)dx. T* 0 3* (iii) Prom (ii) and Theorem 5.3 it follows that I(x,u) -J y(x)dx -I(x,u) -l(x*,u*)>0.
T
